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Abstract—Demand for server memory capacity and performance is rapidly increasing due to expanding working set
sizes of modern applications, such as big data analytics, inmemory computing, deep learning, and server virtualization.
One promising techniques to tackle this requirements is memory networking, whereby a server memory system consists
of multiple 3D die-stacked memory nodes interconnected by
a high-speed network. However, current memory network
designs face substantial scalability and ﬂexibility challenges.
This includes (1) maintaining high throughput and low latency
in large-scale memory networks at low hardware cost, (2)
efﬁciently interconnecting an arbitrary number of memory
nodes, and (3) supporting ﬂexible memory network scale
expansion and reduction without major modiﬁcation of the
memory network design or physical implementation.
To address the challenges, we propose String Figure1 , a highthroughput, elastic, and scalable memory network architecture.
String Figure consists of (1) an algorithm to generate random
topologies that achieve high network throughput and nearoptimal path lengths in large-scale memory networks, (2) a
hybrid routing protocol that employs a mix of computation
and look up tables to reduce the overhead of both in routing,
(3) a set of network reconﬁguration mechanisms that allow
both static and dynamic network expansion and reduction. Our
experiments using RTL simulation demonstrate that String
Figure can interconnect over one thousand memory nodes with
a shortest path length within ﬁve hops across various trafﬁc
patterns and real workloads.
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Expanding server memory demand.

pace of the application demand with current DDRx based
architectures [12]. One conventional solution to increasing
server memory capacity is to add more CPU sockets to maintain additional memory channels. In commodity systems,
each processor can support up to 2TB memory. As a result,
EC2 1Xe adopts four CPU sockets to accommodate the 4TB
memory capacity [9]. Azure S960 servers can adopt 20 Intel
Xeon processors to accommodate 20TB of memory [11].
However, purchasing extra CPU sockets substantially increases the total system cost [13], [14]. The extra hardware
cost adds signiﬁcant, often nonlinear overheads to the system
budget, making this solution unsustainable.
A promising technique to tackle these memory challenges
is memory networking, whereby the server memory system
consists of multiple 3D die-stacked memory nodes interconnected by a high-speed network. The interconnected
memory nodes form a disaggregated memory pool shared
by processors from different CPU sockets in the server
(Figure 2). Ideally, the memory network can enable more
scalable performance and capacity than traditional DDRxbased memory systems, as shown by academia [15], [14],
[16] and industry efforts from HPE [17] and IBM [18].
However, the memory network scalability relies on the scalability of the memory fabric that interconnects the memory
nodes [16], [14].
Previous memory network designs investigated platforms
with limited numbers of memory nodes. Scalability and
ﬂexibility were not considered in their the design goals.
Given that each memory node (a 3D memory stack) can
offer 8GB capacity [14], state-of-the-art 4TB server memory
system requires 512 memory nodes. Recent works have
proposed optimizing NoC network topologies to support
up to 128 memory nodes in integrated CPU+GPU (APU)
systems [16]. However, the design partitions clusters of
memory nodes to separate channels, where each processor
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I NTRODUCTION
The volume of data has skyrocketed over the last decade,
growing at a pace comparable to Moore’s Law [1]. This
trend drives the popularity of big data analytics [2], [3],
in-memory computing [4], [5], deep learning [6], [7], [8],
and server virtualization [2], which are frequently insatiable
memory consumers. As a result, these applications demand
a continuous expansion of server memory capacity and
bandwidth to accommodate high-performance working data
access. As shown in Figure 1, cloud server memory capacity
has been rapidly growing since the debut of cloud service
for in-memory computing [9], [10], [11].
Unfortunately, DRAM capacity scaling falls far behind the
1 String Figure is a game formed by connecting strings between ﬁngers
of multiple people. Our memory network topology appears like a string
ﬁgure formed using memory nodes.
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can only access a subset of the memory space. Stateof-the-art planar topologies [19], [20] offer high network
throughput at a large scale. However, the number of required
router ports and links increases as the network size grows,
which imposes undesirable cost in routers integrated with
memory nodes. The challenges of scaling up server memory
capacity still remain.
The goal of our paper is to design a high-performance,
scalable, and ﬂexible memory network architecture that
can support over a thousand interconnected memory nodes
shared by processors in a cloud server. We elaborate our
design goal as follows:
• Scalability. We need to support over a thousand memory
nodes shared by all CPU sockets in a server. As such,
the scalability requirement is three-fold. Path lengths:
When the network size (i.e., the number of memory
nodes) grows, the routing path lengths need to grow sublinearly. Routing overhead: The computation and storage
overheads of routing decision-making need to be sublinear
or independent of the network scale. Link overhead: The
number of required router ports and links is also either
sublinear or independent of the network size.
• Arbitrary network scale. We need to maintain a highthroughput interconnect of an arbitrary number of memory
nodes, without the shape balance limitation of traditional
topologies, such as a mesh or tree.
• Elastic network scale. We need to support ﬂexible expansion and reduction of the network size, in terms of
the number of memory nodes. The elastic network scale
allows effective power management by turning on and off
routers and corresponding links. It also enables design
and implementation reuse across various server system
conﬁgurations.
To achieve our goals, we propose String Figure, a scalable and elastic memory network architecture that consists
of three design components. First, we propose a network
construction scheme to efﬁciently generate random network topologies that interconnect an arbitrary number of
memory nodes with high network throughput, near-optimal
path lengths, and limited router ports. Second, we develop
an adaptive greediest routing protocol, which signiﬁcantly
reduces the computation and storage overhead of routing in
each router. Finally, we propose a network reconﬁguration
scheme, which allows the network scale, topology, and
routing to change according to power management and
design reuse requirement. Performance and energy experiments show that String Figure can interconnect up to 1296
memory nodes with signiﬁcantly higher throughput and
energy efﬁciency than previous designs, across various of
synthetic and real workloads.
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Figure 2. A disaggregated memory pool in a quad-socket server. Memory
modules are interconnected by a memory network shared by four processors.

memory networks, and the challenges of scalable memory
network design.
Limitations of Commodity Server Memory Architectures
Traditional server memory systems face substantial challenges in scaling up memory capacity due to cost and
performance issues. Increasing the number of CPU sockets
enables adding more memory channels with more DIMMs.
However, extra CPU sockets, which are added for memory
capacity rather than compute requirement, can substantially
increase hardware cost in an economically infeasible manner. Prior studies show that increasing memory capacity
from 2TB to 4TB by doubling the number of CPU sockets
can lead to over 3× increase in server system cost [13].
Commodity clusters allow us to develop scale-out memory
systems, which distribute the working set of applications
across multiple server nodes [21]. However, the scale-out
approach can only accommodate a limited subset of use
cases with data-parallel, light communication algorithms. In
remaining applications, the scale-out solution either requires
programmers to rewrite their software, or system architects
to adopt a low-latency interconnect fabric. This shifts the
memory scaling burden to the software and communication
infrastructures. However, recent studies that explored disaggregated memory system design [22], [23] require substantial changes in the virtual machine system software, such
as a hypervisor. Our design is in line with recent industry
and academic approaches on implementing disaggregated
memory pool with memory fabric, such as Gen-Z [24] and
memory-centric system integration [15], [25], [14].
Memory Network
To address the memory capacity demand challenges,
recent works introduce memory network design [15], [25].
A memory network consists of a set of 3D die-stacked
memory nodes interconnected by a high-speed network.
Figure 2 shows an example server system with four CPU
sockets attached to a memory network. The processors can
be connected to any edge memory nodes in the network.
As 3D die-stacking technology is maturing, various 3D diestacked memory designs are either already used in commodity systems or close to the market [26], [27], [28], [29].
3D die-stacked memory typically employs several DRAM
dies on top of a logic die. For example, one type of diestacked memory, Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [29], [30],
offers 8GB capacity per memory stack with link speeds up to
30Gbps (versus 1.6Gbps supported by DDR4) and peak ag-

BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
In this section, we brieﬂy discuss the limitations of conventional DDRx-based memory systems, opportunities with
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(a) String Figure topology.
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(b) Random network topology generation scheme.
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Figure 3. An example of String Figure topology design with nine memory nodes (stacks) and four-port routers. (a) String Figure topology. (b) Virtual
space organization for random network generation. (c) Shortcuts generation for Node-0. (d) High-level design of a reconﬁgurable four-port router.

large routing tables to store global routing information; the
forwarding state cannot be aggregated. These issues hamper
the memory networks from adopting data center network
topologies in memory networks because of limited storage
resources in on-chip routers and the high-bandwidth memory
access requirement of in-memory applications. As a result,
neither traditional memory networks nor data center network
topologies can efﬁciently meet the scalability requirement of
memory networks.
Arbitrary Network Scale. Many rigid network topologies
require the number of routers and memory nodes to be
speciﬁc numbers, such as a power of two. This reduces
the ﬂexibility of memory system scaling. Furthermore, these
constraints on the network scale can increase the upgrade
cost of memory systems and limit the potential of design
reuse. For example, say we have the budget to purchase one
more memory node to upgrade an existing memory network.
It is difﬁcult to upgrade because the rigid network topology
only allows us to add certain number of memory nodes (or
none) to maintain the network scale as a power of two.
Elastic Network Size. Traditional memory systems allow
users to reconﬁgure the memory capacity to a certain extent.
For example, commodity computer systems typically reserve
a certain number of memory slots for users to expand the
memory capacity in the future. The same basic DIMM-based
memory system designs in each DDRx generation are also
shared across various design versions with different memory
capacities. This ﬂexibility allows future memory network
designs to deliver cost-efﬁcient memory system solutions.
Furthermore, support for dynamic scaling up and down
memory networks also enables efﬁcient power management,
by power gating off under-utilized links and idle memory
nodes. Therefore, an elastic network size (static and dynamic
network expansion and reduction) is a missing yet preferable
feature for future memory networks.

gregate bandwidth of 320GB/s/link. Recent studies show that
die-stacked memory capacity is likely to scale to 16GB [16].
Memory network design has attracted both academic [25],
[15], [14], [16], [31] and industry [17], [24], [18] efforts.
Recent studies demonstrate that memory network can lead
to more promising main memory expansion opportunities
than traditional DIMM-based memory systems.
Challenges of Memory Network Design
Memory networks are constructed by interconnecting a
large number of memory nodes. Therefore, performance
and scalability of the interconnect network are essential to
memory network performance and capacity scaling. Previous
studies investigated how to best adopt traditional Networkon-Chip (NoC) topologies and protocols in memory network
design, such as mesh, ring, crossbar, chain, skip list, butterﬂy, and tree [25], [15], [14], [16]. However, traditional
memory network topologies can lead to substantial scalability challenges. In fact, most previous memory network
designs can only interconnect tens of memory modes shared
by all CPU sockets [25], [15], [14], [16]. In order to support
terabytes of memory capacity, we need to interconnect hundreds or over one thousand memory nodes with high network
throughput and low access latency. As such, we motivate our
work with the following scalability and ﬂexibility challenges
that are not effectively addressed in prior works.
Network Scalability. As shown in recent studies, the
shortest path lengths of various traditional memory network topologies can substantially increase with large-scale
memory networks [16]. Instead, topologies used in data
centers, such as Flattened Bufferﬂy [19], Dragonﬂy [20],
FatTree [32], and Jellyﬁsh [33], can offer high bisection
bandwidth and short routing path lengths in large-scale
networks. However, these topologies are not directly applicable to memory network due to following reasons. First,
data center networks adopt stand-alone network switches
with rich link and storage resources. Second, most of these
topologies require continuously increased router ports as
the network scales up [19], [20], [32]. Finally, routing
with most data center network topologies [33] requires

D ESIGN
Overview. To achieve our goals, we propose String Figure,
a scalable, ﬂexible, and high-performance memory network
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architecture. Figure 3 depicts an overview of our design
goals and components – arrows in the ﬁgure map our design
components to our goals. String Figure consists of three design principles. First, we propose an easy-to-implement random network topology construction algorithm that enables
a) scalable memory network interconnecting large, arbitrary
number of memory nodes with arbitrary number of router
ports and b) support for elastic network scale. Second, we
propose a compute+table hybrid routing scheme, which reduces the computation and storage overhead of routing largescale networks by integrating a lightweight routing table
with greediest computation-based routing mechanisms. Finally, we propose a network reconﬁguration scheme, which
enables elastic memory network scale. Beyond achieving
our scalability goals, String Figure further enables memory
access pattern aware performance optimization and efﬁcient
memory network power management.
While our design is broadly applicable to a wide range
of server memory systems, we will use a working example
throughout this paper to make our proposal more concrete.
Our working example assumes a maximum 16TB memory
system that consists of 1296 interconnected 3D die-stacked
memory nodes shared by four CPU sockets (Figure 2). Each
memory node has one router and is 8GB, with the same
capacity and memory conﬁguration parameters adopted in
previous works [16], [31], [14]. Detailed baseline system
conﬁguration is described in Table I.

Figure 4. Algorithms for generating (a) balanced random topologies and
(b) the used balanced coordinate generation function BalancedCoordinateGen(), where D is circular distance deﬁned in our routing protocol.

scale is reconﬁgured (expansion or reduction) after being
deployed (Section III-C). Figure 3(a) illustrates an example
topology interconnecting nine memory nodes, where each
memory node has a four-port router. String Figure topology
is generated ofﬂine before the memory network is deployed.

Network Topology Construction Scheme
Prior studies in data center networks, such as Jellyﬁsh [33], demonstrated that “sufﬁciently uniform random
graphs” (i.e., graphs sampled sufﬁciently uniform-randomly
from the space of all r-regular graphs) empirically have
the scalability properties of random regular graphs [33] and
achieve throughput within several percent to the upper bound
on network throughput, at the scale of several thousand
nodes. Such random topologies compare favorably against
traditional fat-tree topologies, supporting a larger number of
nodes at full throughput. However, most previous random
topologies are developed for data center networks, which
need to tolerate large forwarding state storage. Directly
adopting these random topologies in memory networks,
which is constrained by the storage capacity in routers and
routing latency, can impose prohibitive scaling issues.
To address these challenges, we propose a novel network
topology String Figure inspired by S2 [34] to enable scalable
random topology in memory networks at low routing cost.
Our topology design also enables elastic memory network
scale, i.e., ﬂexible expansion and reduction of network
scale. Our topology consists of a basic balanced random
topology and a set of shortcuts. The balanced random
topology ensures scalability, interconnection of arbitrary
number of memory nodes. The shortcuts provide extra links
that maintain high network throughput, when the network

Balanced random topology generation algorithm. To
simplify the topology construction process for system developers, we design a topology generation algorithm, which
answers two critical questions: (i) Randomness – how do we
ensure that the generated networks are uniformly-random?
(ii) Balance – how do we ensure balanced connections?
Imbalanced connections are likely to increase congestion.
Figure 4 illustrates our random topology generation algorithm. We use the example in Figure 3(b) to explain
our design. Inputs of our algorithm include the number of
memory nodes N and the number of router ports p. Our
approach consists of four steps:
• ConstructingL virtual spaces, where the number of virtual
space L = p2 . For example, a memory network with
four-port routers (not including the terminal port) will lead
to maximum two virtual spaces: Space-0 and Space-1.
• Virtually (i.e., logically) distributing all the memory nodes
in each virtual space with a random order. We generate
random orders by assigning random coordinates to memory nodes. For example, the coordinates of Node-2 is 0.20
and 0.87 in Space-0 and Space-1, respectively.
• Interconnecting the neighboring memory nodes in each
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virtual space. For instance, Node-2 is connected with
Node-1 and Node-3 in Space-0; it is also connected with
Node-6 and Node-8.
• Interconnecting pairs of memory nodes with free ports
remaining. For example, because Node-5 and Node-4 are
connected in both spaces, Node-5 will have a free port
left. Therefore, we can additionally connect Node-5 with
Node-3, which also has a free port. When multiple choices
exist, we select the pairs of memory nodes with the
longest distance.
The solid lines in Figure 3(a) illustrate an example of
generated basic random topology. Our topology generation
algorithm only determines which nodes are interconnected.
We allow both uni-directional and bi-directional connections
(discussed in Section IV). The four router ports in our
example are all used to connect to other memory nodes in
the network. To connect to processors, each router has an
additional port, i.e., each router in this example would have
ﬁve ports in total. Processors can be attached to any subset
memory nodes, or all of them (evaluated in Section VI).
Shortcuts generation. The goal of adding extra connections
is to maintain high network throughput, when we need to
scale down a memory network after it is deployed, e.g., by
shutting down (power-gating [14]) routers and corresponding
links (more details in Section III-C). To achieve this goal,
we generate shortcuts for each memory node to its two
and four hop neighbors – within short circular distance
– distributed in Virtual Space-0 in a clockwise manner
Figure 3(c) shows shortcuts generated for Node-0. We only
connect to a node with node number larger than itself. For
example, we do not connect Node-5 to Node-0, although
Node-0 is Node-5’s four-hop neighbor. As such, we limit
the link and router hardware overhead by adding maximum
two shortcut connections for each node. The connections not
existing in the basic balanced random topology are added
into the network (e.g., the red dash line between Node-0 and
Node-2). Figure 3(a) depicts the ﬁnal topology combining
the basic random topology (black solid lines) and shortcuts
(red dash lines). The rationale behind is two-fold. First,
we demonstrate that one-, two-, and four-hop connections
efﬁciently accommodate data access of big-data workloads,
such as query in a distributed hash table [35]. Second, if we
divide Virtual Space-0 into four sectors (A, B, C, and D in
Figure 3(a)), the combination of our random topology and
the shortcuts ensures that the memory network has direct
connections between both short- and long-circular-distance
nodes in every two sectors; when the network is scaled
down, the shortcuts can maintain high throughput by fully
utilize router ports.
Sufﬁciently uniform randomness of our topology. To show
that String Figure provides sufﬁciently uniform random
graphs (SURGs), we compare the average shortest path
length of our topology with Jellyﬁsh [33] and S2, which
are proved to offer SURG. Empirical results String Figure
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Figure 6.
Greedy routing protocol. (a) Circular distances (D) and
minimum circular distances to Node-2 (M D) from Node-7 and Node-7’s
neighbors. (b) Routing table entries (16 entries in total).

topology leads to similar average shortest path lengths with
the same path length bounds across various network scales.
Routing Protocol
A desired routing protocol in memory network needs to be
scalable, deadlock free, while fully utilizing the bandwidth
of the network topology. Conventional routing schemes
on random topologies employ k-shortest path routing with
global information stored in the routing table (a look-up
table) of each router [33]. Given a memory network with N
memory nodes, the routing table size and routing algorithm
complexity can be up to O(N logN ) and O(N 2 logN ). In
order to maintain sub-linear increase of routing overhead
– consisting of look-up table size and routing algorithm
complexity – we adopt a hybrid compute+table routing
scheme. Our deadlock freedom mechanism is discussed in
Section IV.
Greediest routing. To achieve high-performance routing
with small routing table storage, we employ a scalable
greedy routing protocol, namely greediest routing [34]. Most
previous greedy routing protocols only minimize distance to
the destination in a single space. Our basic random topology
consists of multiple virtual spaces. Therefore, we need to
design a routing protocol that can identify the shortest
distance to the destination among all neighbors in all virtual
spaces. To this end, we make forwarding decisions by a
ﬁxed, small number of numerical distance computation and
comparisons. We deﬁne circular distance (D) as the distance
between two coordinates u and v in each virtual space:
D(x, y) = min{|u − v|, 1 − |u − v|}
We then calculate the minimum circular distance between
two nodes as the following, given the two nodes with the set
→
−
of coordinates in L virtual spaces U =< u1 , u2 , ..., uL >
→
−
and V =< v1 , v2 , ..., vL >.
→ −
−
→
M D( U , V ) = min{D(ui , vi )}
Forwarding decision making: To forward a packet
from Node-s to destination Node-t, the router in Node-
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s ﬁrst selects a neighbor Node-w such that w minimizes
→
−→ −
M D(Xw , Xt ) to the destination. The packet is then forwarded to Node-w. This process will continue until Nodew is the destination. For instance, Node-7 needs to send a
packet to Node-2. Figure 6(a) shows the minimum circular
distances to Node-2 from Node-7 and Node-7’s one-hop
neighbors in our example (Figure 3). Node-7 has four
neighbors Node-0, 3, 6, and 8. Based on the computation,
Node-8 has the minimum M D from Node-7. The packet
is then forwarded to Node-8. Node-8 will then determine
the next stop for the packet by computing a new set of
M Ds based on its local routing table. The router in each
memory node only maintains a small routing table that
stores coordinates of its one- and two-hop neighbors in all
virtual spaces (Figure 6(b)). To further reduce the routing
path lengths, we compute M D with both one- and two-hop
neighbor information (based on our sensitivity studies in the
results section) stored in the routing table in each router.
Routing table implementation is discussed in Section IV.
The forwarding decision can be made by a ﬁxed, small
number of numerical distance computation and comparisons;
the decisions are made locally without link-state broadcast
in the network wide.
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An example topology switch design.

the routers to reconﬁgure the links (details described in
Section IV).
Dynamic reconﬁguration for power management. We
allow the memory network to dynamically scale up and
down (e.g., by power gating routers and links) to enable
efﬁcient power management. Memory network power management needs to be carefully designed with most traditional
topologies, such as meshes and trees. Otherwise, some nodes
can be isolated and require a long wake-up latency on
the order of several microseconds [14]. To address this
issue, we design a dynamic reconﬁguration mechanism that
maintains high network throughput after turning off routers.
Our dynamic network scale reconﬁguration involves four
steps. First, it blocks corresponding routing table entries
(Figure 6(b)) in associated routers. Second, it enables and
disables certain connections between memory nodes. We
use the shortcuts to maintain high network throughput after
disabling certain links. Third, it validates and invalidates
corresponding routing table entries in associated routers.
Finally, it unblocks the corresponding routing table entries.
The ﬁrst and last steps ensure atomic network reconﬁguration. For example, to turn off Node-1 in Figure 3(a), we
will disconnect Node-1 from its one-hop neighbors Node0, Node-2, Node-5, and Node-6. In each of these nodes,
we invalidate the routing table entries that store Node-1’s
coordinates. We then enable the shortcuts between Node-0
and Node-2, because both nodes now have one free port.
We modify the corresponding routing table entries in these
two nodes, indicating that the original two-hop neighbors
are now one-hop neighbors. Bringing Node-1 back into the
network uses the same steps but in reverse. Because our
routing protocol maintains two-hop neighbors in each router,
each update of routing table entries is simply ﬂipping the
blocking, valid, and hop# bits without needing to add or
delete entries. Updates in different routers can be performed
in parallel.

Adaptive routing. By only storing two-hop neighbors in
routing tables, our greediest routing does not guarantee
shortest routing path. As such, our design offers path diversity across different virtual spaces, i.e., can have multiple
paths satisfying our M D requirement. By leveraging path
diversity, we employ adaptive routing to reduce network
congestion. We only divert the routing paths by tuning the
ﬁrst hop forwarding decision. With a packet to be sent from
node s to destination t, Node-s can determine a set W
−→ −
→
of neighbors, such that for any w ∈ W , M D(Xw , Xt ) <
−
→ −
→
M D(Xs , Xt ), where t is the destination. Node-s then selects
one neighbor in W based on trafﬁc load across s’s router
ports. We use a counter to track the number of packets
waiting at each port to estimate the network trafﬁc load
on each outgoing link. At the ﬁrst hop, the source router
can select the links with lightly loaded port satisfying the
greediest routing requirement, rather than a heavily loaded
port with the queue ﬁlled by a user-deﬁned threshold (e.g.,
50%). We enforce that our routing reduces the M D to the
destination at every hop, eventually ﬁnding a loop-free path
to the destination (Section IV).
Reconﬁgurable Memory Network
To achieve our goal in elastic network scale, we propose
a set of reconﬁgurable memory network mechanisms. String
Figure naturally supports memory network scaling up and
down at low performance and implementation cost, because
our design (i) allows arbitrary number of memory nodes,
(ii) always fully utilizes the ports in each router, and (iii)
only requires local routing table information to make routing
decisions. We also design a topology switch (Figure 7) in

Static network expansion and reduction for design reuse.
Design reuse can reduce the cost and effort of redesigning,
re-fabricating, and upgrading systems. Speciﬁcally, design
reuse allows system developers to reuse a a memory network
design or fabrication across server memory systems with different capacity requirement. We use the previously outlined
steps of our dynamic network reconﬁguration while ofﬂine
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to enable network expansion and reduction. To support network expansion, system developers can implement a larger
network size than currently needed and deploy the memory
network with only a subset of memory nodes mounted. The
excess nodes are “reserved” for future use. We enable and
validate corresponding links and routing table entries based
on the mounted memory nodes. As such, network expansion
does not require redesign or re-fabrication of the entire memory network. If memory nodes are interfaced through PCBs
(e.g., HMC-style), we can expand the memory network by
mounting additional memory nodes on the PCB, followed by
a link and routing table reconﬁguration in the same way as
dynamic reconﬁguration. As a result, we can reduce the cost
and effort of re-fabricating PCBs. Network scale reduction
is performed in reverse, by unmounting memory nodes.
If the memory nodes are mounted on a silicon interposer
(e.g., HBM-styled), we need to fabricate chips with added
memory nodes by reusing the original memory network
design. However, the design stays the same, substantially
reducing non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost.

allows the number of router ports to remain constant as the
network scales up. Therefore, the buffer size overhead is less
of an issue compared with prior works [38], [39] (evaluated
in Section VI).
Router Implementation and Reconﬁguration
We design the router on each memory node to facilitate
our routing table design, reconﬁgurable links, and counters
for adaptive routing.
Routing table implementation. Figure 6(b) illustrates our
routing table implementation. Each routing table stores
information of its one- and two-hop neighbors, including
log2 N memory node number, 1-bit blocking bit, 1-bit valid
bit,
 hop number (’0’ for one-hop and ’1’ for two-hop),
 1-bit
log2 p2 virtual space number, and 7-bit virtual coordinate.
We initialize routing table entries accordingly, while we
generate the network topology. Once the network topology
is generated, we only update the blocking, valid, and hop
bit values during network reconﬁguration. A memory node
has maximum two one-hop neighbors in each virtual space;
each of the one-hop neighbors has two one-hop neighbors of
their own in each virtual space. As the maximum number
of virtual spaces is half of the number of ports (p), each
routing table has a maximum of p(p + 1) entries.

I MPLEMENTATION
This section describes implementation details of String
Figure, including deadlock avoidance, reconﬁgurable router
design, and physical implementation.
Deadlock Avoidance
We must meet two conditions to avoid deadlocks in
our network topology. First, route paths must be loop-free
from source to destination. Second, the network cannot
have cyclical resource dependencies whereby routers wait
on each other to free up resources (like buffers). String
Figure’s greedy routing naturally ensures that route paths
are loop-free. We use virtual channels to avoid deadlocks
from resource dependencies.
Loop-free routing paths. String Figure ensures our routes
between any source-destination pair are loop-free because
we always route greedily within our network topology.
This is guaranteed by the progressive and distance-reducing
property (Appendix A) of our greedy routing protocol.
Appendix A formally proves that packet routes are loopfree.
Avoiding deadlocks with virtual channels. We adopt two
virtual channels [36], [37], [38] to avoid deadlocks. Packets
use one virtual channel when routing from a source of a
lower space coordinate to a destination of a higher space
coordinate; packets use the other virtual channel when routing from a source of higher space coordinate to a destination
of a lower space coordinate. This avoids deadlocks because
in our topology (which is not truly random), packets are
only routed through to networks with a strictly increasing
coordinate or a strictly decreasing coordinate; the only dependency is between the virtual channels in the router, which
is insufﬁcient to form cycles [38]. Whereas virtual channels
can increase the required buffering, our network topology

Enabling link and topology reconﬁguration with
switches. Our memory network reconﬁguration requires
connecting and disconnecting certain links between neighbor memory nodes. Our basic balanced random network
topology already fully utilizes all router ports. However,
each node also has at most two shortcut connections (Section III-A). To accommodate the shortcuts, we implement
a switch to attach the two shortcut connections to two of
the router ports at each node. Figure 7 shows our topology
switch design. It is comprised of a set of multiplexers similar
to prior reconﬁgurable NoC designs [40], [41]. As a result,
the topology switches allow us to select p (the number of
router ports) connections out of all the random connections
and shortcuts provided by our topology.
Tracking port utilization with packet counters. With
adaptive routing, we use counters at each port to track the
queue length at the port. The number of counter bits is
log2 q, where q is the number of queue entries of the port.
The counter provides an additional variable for determining
routing paths. It speciﬁcally tracks the congestion of each
path by counting how often we route packets to speciﬁc
outputs ports. We then use this counter value to tweak
our routing algorithm to make smarter decisions. If an
output port has too many packets routed to it, the algorithm
detects this through counters and chooses alternate, yet still
greedy, output ports to send the packet. This helps us avoid
congestion in the network and still achieve low latency, high
throughput performance overall. These counters are reset
after the network is reconﬁgured.
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Physical Implementation
The goal of our physical implementation is to reduce both
the area overhead and long wires in our memory network.
Bounded number of connections in the network. With our
network topology, the number of connections coming out of
each node is bounded by the number of router ports (p) and
remains constant, independent of network scale (N ). Each
node has p2 one-hop neighbors in our basic random topology
and a maximum of two shortcuts (some generated shortcuts
will overlap with connections in the basic random topology).
Therefore, the total number of connections coming out of
each node Cnode ≤ p2 + 2. For example, a memory node
with an 8-port router only requires six connections per node.
Given N memory nodes in total, the total number of required
connections in the network Cnetwork ≤ N × ( p2 + 2), which
grows linearly with the number of memory nodes.
Uni-directional versus bi-directional connections. Bidirectional connections allow packets to traverse the network
both forward and backwards. Uni-directional connections
typically have worse packet latency than their bi-directional
counterparts, due to reduced path diversity. However, unidirectional networks have lower hardware and energy cost
than bi-directional connections. Our sensitivity studies (Section VI) demonstrate that uni-directional networks perform
almost the same as bi-directional networks; their discrepancy
diminishes with increasing number of nodes in the network.
Therefore, String Figure uses uni-directional connections.

Table I
S YSTEM CONFIGURATION .
CPU
Memory
DRAM timing
CPU-memory
channel
SerDes delay
Energy

4 sockets; 2GHz; 64B cache-line size
up to 1296 memory nodes; 8GB per memory node (stack)
tRCD=12ns, tCL=6ns, tRP=14ns, tRAS=33ns
256 lanes in total (128 input lanes and 128 output lanes);
30Gbps per lane
3.2ns SerDes latency (1.6ns each) per hop
Network: 5pJ/bit/hop; DRAM read/write: 12pJ/bit

Table II
S UMMARY OF NETWORK TOPOLOGY FEATURES AND REQUIREMENTS .
Topology
ODM
AFB
S2-ideal
SF

Requires HighRadix Routers?
No
Yes
No
No

Router Port
scaling?
No
Yes
No
No

Reconﬁgurable
Network Scaling
No
No
No
Yes

As such, attaching a processor to multiple memory nodes
can increase processor-memory bandwidth. By tuning trafﬁc
patterns of our synthetic workloads, our evaluation examines
ways of injecting memory trafﬁc from various locations,
such as corner memory nodes, subset of memory nodes,
random memory nodes, and all memory nodes.
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
RTL Simulation Framework
We evaluate String Figure via RTL design in SystemVerilog [46] and PyMTL [47]. We develop synthesizeable RTL
models of each network topology, routing protocol, memory
node, router conﬁguration, and wire lengths. Table I describes the modeled system conﬁgurations. We use the same
conﬁguration, timing, and energy parameters evaluated in
previous works. We estimate the dynamic energy used in the
network using average picojoule-per-bit numbers to provide
a fair comparison of memory access energy [25], [14], [16].
Network clock rate is the same as memory nodes clock
speed, e.g., 312.5MHz with HMC-based memory nodes.
We do not evaluate static energy, as static power saving
is highly dependent on the underlying process management
assumptions (e.g., race-to-idle). We also model the network
link latency based on wire length obtained from 2D grid
placement of memory nodes. We add an extra one-hop
latency with a wire length equal to ten memory nodes on
the 2D grid (based on the wire length supported by HMC).
Our RTL simulator can run workload traces collected using
our in-house trace generation tool, which is developed on
top of Pin [48]. We collect traces with 100,000 operations
(e.g., grep for Spark-grep, queries for Redis) after workload
initialization. Our trace generator models a cache hierarchy
with 32KB L1, 2MB L2, and 32MB L3 with associativities
of 4, 8, and 16, respectively. Our trace generator does not
contain a detailed core model and thus we can only obtain
the absolute instruction ID of each memory access. However,
we can multiply the instruction IDs by an average CPI
number and generate a timestamp for each memory access.
Considered topologies. We compare String Figure to a variety of network topologies and routing protocols summarized

Memory node placement and wire routing. When building
String Figure, we place memory nodes in the memory
network (on PCB or silicon interposer) as a 2D grid.
Our goal of memory node placement is to reduce long
wires. Memory network implementations are constrained by
wire lengths [29], [42]. For example, HBMs [42] (with a
7 mm dimension in HBM1 and 12 mm in HBM2) are
implemented with interposers to support large-scale memory
networks; previous works demonstrate that memory nodes
can be clustered with MetaCubes [16] (i.e., clustered memory nodes integrated with an interposer), which is further
interconnected with other interposer-integrated clusters. To
achieve our goal, we set two priority levels that prioritize the
clustering of one-hop and two-hop neighbors. For example,
we ensure that all one-hop neighbors are placed within ten
grid distance with place and routing. Our network topology
also naturally supports MetaCube [16] architecture. Our
network topology provides connections with various circular
distances. As such, we place memory nodes with short
circular distances in the same MetaCubes. Inter-MetaCube
links are implemented by connections with long circular
distances.
Processor placement. The ﬂexibility of String Figure topology and routing protocol allows us to attach a processor
to any one or multiple memory nodes. The router at each
memory node has a local port connecting to the processor.
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Topology

Number of Nodes (N), Number of Ports per Router (p)
N 16 17 32 61 64 113 128 256 512 1024 1296

Distributed-Mesh (DM)/
Optimized DM (ODM)

p

Flattened Butterfly (FB)
Adapted FB (AFB)

4

N

4

N

4

N

4

Routing Scheme

4

4

4

4

Greedy + adaptive

p

20

24

31

33

Minimal + adaptive

p

13

17

23

25

Minimal + adaptive

Space Shuffle Ideal (S2-ideal) p

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

8

8

8

Look-up table

String Figure (SF)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

8

8

8

Look-up table + greediest + adaptive

Figure 8.

p

Evaluated network topologies and conﬁgurations (“N” indicates unsupported network scale).
Table III
D ESCRIPTION OF NETWORK TRAFFIC PATTERNS .

Trafﬁc Pattern
Uniform Random
Tornado
Hotspot
Opposite
Nearest Neighbor
Complement
Partition 2

Formula
dest = randint(0, nports-1)
dest = (src+nports/2) % nports
dest = const
dest = nports - 1 - src
dest = src + 1
dest = src ⊕ (nports-1)
dest = randint(0,nports-1) &
(nports/2-1) | (src & (nports/2))

Description
Each node produces requests to a random destination node in the network.
Nodes send packets to a destination node halfway around the network.
Each node produces requests to the same single destination node.
Sends trafﬁc to opposite side of network like a mirror.
Each node sends requests to its nearest “neighbor” node, one away.
Nodes send requests to their bitwise complement destination node.
Partitions the network into two groups of nodes. Nodes randomly send within their
group.

Table IV
D ESCRIPTION OF EVALUATED REAL WORKLOADS .
Workload
Spark-wordcount
Spark-grep
Spark-sort
Pagerank
Redis
Memcached
Matrix Mul
Kmeans

Description
A ”wordcount” job running on Spark, which counts the number of occurrences of each word in the Wikipedia data set provided in
BigDataBench [43].
A ”grep” job running on Spark, which extracts matching strings from text ﬁles and counts how many times they occurred with the Wikipedia
data set provided in BigDataBench [43].
A ”sort” job running on Spark, which sorts values by keys with the Wikipedia data set provided in BigDataBench [43].
A measure of Twitter inﬂuence. From the graph analysis benchmark in CloudSuite [44]. Twitter data set with 11M vertices.
An in-memory database system which simulates running 50 clients at the same time sending 100,000 total queries [45].
From CloudSuite [44], which simulates the behavior of a Twitter caching server using the Twitter data set with 8 client threads, 200 TCP/IP
connections, and a get/set ratio of 0.8.
Multiplying two large matrices stores in memory and storing their result in memory.
Clustering Algorithm partitions n observations into k clusters where each observation belongs to cluster with the nearest mean.

in Figure 8. We also describe their features and requirements
in Table II. The number of router ports does not include
the terminal port connecting to the local memory node.
String Figure allows arbitrary network scale. However, to
provide concrete examples in our evaluation and demonstrate
our support for elastic network scale, we implement two
basic topologies with 128 nodes (4 router ports) and 1296
nodes (8 router ports), respectively. We reconﬁgure the basic
topologies to evaluate networks with fewer of nodes. Mesh
is widely explored in previous memory network designs
as one of offering the best performance among various
topologies [15], [14]. We implement a baseline Optimized
Distributed Mesh (ODM) topology [15] for memory network. In addition, we compare with several network designs
optimized for scalability of distributed systems, including a
2D Adaptive Flattened Butterﬂy (AFB) [19] and S2 [34].
S2 does not support down-scaling with the same original topology (it requires regenerating new topologies and
routing tables with a smaller number of nodes). Therefore,
our evaluation of S2 provides an impractical ideal baseline.
We name it S2-ideal. Additionally, our experiment results
focuses on evaluating performance, energy, and scalability of
the network designs. However, most of the baseline topologies require high-radix routers [19], [49] and the number of

ports and links continues to grow with network scale, leading
to non-linear growth of router and link overhead in memory
networks. Furthermore, none of the baseline topologies offer
the ﬂexibility and reconﬁgurability in memory networks as
provided by our design.
Bisection bandwidth. To provide a fair point of comparison,
we evaluate network designs based on the same (or similar)
bisection bandwidth. Because String Figure and S2 [34] have
random network topologies, we calculate their empirical
minimum bisection bandwidth by randomly splitting the
memory nodes in the network into two partitions and calculating the maximum ﬂow between the two partitions. The
minimum bisection bandwidth of a topology is calculated
from 50 random partitions. We adopt the average bisection
bandwidth across 20 different generated topologies. With a
ﬁxed network size, the bisection bandwidth of FB with highradix routers can be much higher than the other topologies.
However, mesh is lower. To match the bisection bandwidth,
we also evaluate an Adaptive FB (AFB) implemented by
partitioned FB [38] with fewer links and an optimized DM
(ODM) with increase the links per router to match the
bisection bandwidth of String Figure and S2 at each memory
network scale.
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Workloads
We evaluate both network trafﬁc patterns and real workloads on our simulation framework. Trafﬁc patterns: We
evaluate different trafﬁc patterns running on String Figure
and baseline designs. Table III lists details about these
trafﬁc patterns. We use these trafﬁc patterns to evaluate
the memory network designs and expose the performance
and scalability trends. We sweep through various memory
network sizes, router conﬁgurations, and routing protocols
listed in Figure 8. To exercise our memory network design,
each memory node sends requests (similar to attaching a
processor to each memory node) at various injection rates.
For example, given an injection rate of 0.6, nodes randomly
inject packets 60% of the time. Real workloads: We also
evaluate various real workloads with trace-driven simulation.
We run various in-memory computing workloads in CloudSuite [44], BigDataBench [43], and Redis benchmark [45]
on a Dell PowerEdge T630 server. Spark 1.4.1 [50] is used
for all of the Spark jobs. Table IV summarizes the workload
and data set characteristics. We scale the input data size of
each real workload benchmark to ﬁll the memory capacity.
Data is distributed among the memory nodes based on their
physical address.

large-scale memory networks. FB achieves the best average
shortest path lengths among all the network topologies,
because it employs many more ports in routers than other
topologies as the network scales up. With a maximum of
eight ports per router, String Figure still achieves 4.75 and
4.96 average hop counts when the network scales up to 1024
and 1296 memory nodes, respectively. We also evaluate 10%
and 90% percentile shortest path lengths. String Figure can
achieve 4 hops and 5 hops with over one thousand nodes,
at 10% and 90% percentile, respectively. Therefore, String
Figure path length is scalable to memory network size over
one thousand nodes.
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Network saturation. We evaluate network saturation with
several trafﬁc patterns shown in Figure 10. String Figure can
achieve close to the best of all other network architectures.
In order to clearly visualize all the curves, we only show the
the results of the rest of the network architectures. Trafﬁc
patterns uniform random, hotspot, and tornado
are particularly noteworthy and show different results. The
remaining trafﬁc patterns partition2, complement,
opposite, and neighbor, have similar behavior as
shown. In almost all trafﬁc patterns, the mesh network
topologies, DM and ODM, saturates ﬁrst at the lowest
injection rate. Nearest-neighbor routing is the exception to
this. SF perform worse with nearest-neighbor than ODM.
This is because in mesh topologies, nodes are always onehop away from their nearest neighboring node. Note, that we
generated nearest-neighbor network trafﬁc using the router
IDs rather than number of hops. Therefore, “neighboring”
nodes in SF are not necessarily one hop away from each
other which means this network has higher latency. However,
an exception to mesh saturating ﬁrst is in networks with
very few nodes. At the fewest node conﬁguration (i.e., 16
nodes), ODM slightly edges out SF. However, as the number
of memory nodes increases, SF scales signiﬁcantly better.
ODM also saturates at a higher injection rate than other
network designs with hotspot trafﬁc pattern. We do not
observe network saturation in tornado trafﬁc pattern with
all topologies, except for mesh. Network latency remains
steady even in high injection rates and large number of
memory nodes. The reason is the geometric structure of
the network designs. With either one of AFB, FB, S2-ideal,
and SF, it is typically easy for packets in a network to
traverse half or the entire network in just a hop or two
to reach their destination. Trafﬁc patterns, such as tornado,

We evaluate our design with various metrics including
average path lengths, network saturation, average packet
latency, workload instruction throughput (IPC), memory
dynamic energy, and energy efﬁciency. Our evaluation shows
that String Figure achieves close to or better than the performance and scalability of the best of prior designs (ODM,
AFB, and S2-ideal), yet leads to lower energy consumption
and higher energy efﬁciency with our (i) fewer router ports
and wires needed and (ii) elastic network scale.
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Figure 9. (a) Average hop counts of various network designs as the number
of memory nodes increases. (b) Normalized energy-delay product (EDP)
(the lower the better) with various workloads, when we power gate off
certain amount of memory nodes.

Path lengths. Figure 9(a) shows the average shortest path
lengths of various network designs across our synthetic
trafﬁc patterns and real workloads. When the memory network has over 128 memory nodes, the average hop count
of DM and ODM network increases superlinearly with
increasing network size. Speciﬁcally, the average hop count
of these two topologies is 23 t where t is the average of their
two dimensions. Rather, the other network topologies, S2ideal, FB, AFB, and our String Figure design, do not incur
signiﬁcant increase in the average shortest path lengths in
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consumption with our workloads, normalized to AFB. String
Figure design can achieve the lowest energy consumption
across these network topologies. S2-ideal also achieves similarly low energy consumption, due to its energy reduction
in routing. On average, SF reduces energy consumption by
36% compared with AFB.
Memory network power management. We also evaluate
memory network power management by powering gating
off various portions of the memory system with total 1296
nodes. Figure 9(b) shows the energy efﬁciency of our power
management by considering both energy saving and system
performance overhead. As we demonstrate in our results, our
design can achieve signiﬁcantly improved energy efﬁciency,
as we power gate more parts of the memory network.

generate trafﬁc in a mathematically geometric manner which
is advantageous in such topologies.

Figure 11. Performance of trafﬁc patterns at less than one thousand nodes.

R ELATED W ORK
To our knowledge, String Figure is the ﬁrst memory
network architecture that offers both scalability and elastic
network scale in a single design. Most previous memory
network designs do not take into account scalability as a
primary design goal. Kim et al. [15], [25] explored memory
network with mesh, butterﬂy, and dragonﬂy topologies with
64 HMC-based memory nodes. The study showed that distributed mesh outperforms other network topologies at this
scale. Zhan et al. [14] investigated performance and energy
optimization on a mesh-based memory network design up to
16 memory nodes. Poremba et al. [16] extended the memory
network capacity to 2TB implemented by 128 HMC-like
memory nodes used in CPU+GPU systems. However, the
memory nodes are mapped separate processor channels,
rather than shared by all the processors. Fujiki et al. [51]
proposes a random network topology to support scalability
of memory networks, yet does not support the ﬂexibility and
reconﬁgurability as our design.
Scalability and ﬂexibility are central themes in data
center network [19], [20], [33], [34], [52], [53]. Recent
planar topologies, such as a Flattened Butterﬂy [19] and
Dragonﬂy [20], offer promising scalability and high network throughput. However, these designs require highradix routers and substantial increase of number of ports,
which can impose non-linearly increasing router area and
power [49]. This leads to prohibitively high cost in routers
and the amount wiring at large-scale memory network.
Furthermore, butterﬂy-like topologies typically have symmetric layout. This can lead to isolated nodes or suboptimal routing, when subsets of nodes are turned down.
Jellyﬁsh [33] employs random topology to achieve closeto-optimal network throughput and incremental growth of
network scale. Yet, Jellyﬁsh provides high throughput by
requiring k-shortest path routing; the size of forwarding
tables per router can increase superlinearly with the number
of routers in the network. This is impractical in a memory
network, where routers have limited storage space. String
Figure uses greedy routing due to our topology with ran-
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Average packet latency. We evaluate the average travel
time (latency) between any two nodes in a network shown in
Figure 11. Each trafﬁc pattern graph shows the latency in the
leftmost data point for each network. S2-ideal and SF appear
to scale well with the number of memory nodes. As the number of nodes in the network increases, these topologies show
almost no degradation in their network saturation points.
SF has slightly longer latency than S2-ideal with networks
down-scaled from the original size, because shortcuts and
adaptive routing can degrade the randomness among network
connections. However, SF still demonstrates lower latency
than AFB at large network scales. We also evaluate the
memory access latency of various trafﬁc patterns.

(b)

Figure 12. Normalized (a) system throughput (higher is better) and (b)
dynamic memory energy (lower is better) with various real workloads.

Performance and energy of real workloads. We evaluate
system performance and memory dynamic energy consumption with several real workloads running in a memory
system, where the total memory capacity is 8TB distributed
across the 1024 (down-scaled from 1296) memory nodes
in the network. We take into account dynamic reconﬁguration overhead to perform power gating in our RTL
simulation by implementing SF reconﬁguration mechanisms.
The sleep and wake-up latency of a link is conservatively
set to 680ns and 5μs similar to prior works [14], [15].
To minimize the performance impact of reconﬁguration,
we set the reconﬁguration granularity (i.e., the minimum
allowed time interval between reconﬁgurations) to be 100us.
Figure 12(a) shows the throughput of real workloads with
varying memory network architectures, normalized to DM.
Our results demonstrate that String Figure can achieve
close to the best performance across various workloads.
Our design achieves 1.3× throughput compared with ODM.
Figure 12(b) illustrates normalized memory dynamic energy
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domly assigned coordinates in multiple spaces. As such,
our design can achieve both high-throughput routing and
constant forwarding state per router. S2 [34] adopts random
topologies and computation-based routing mechanisms with
scalable routing tables. Yet, S2 [34] requires cable plug
in/out to increase the network size, which is impractical in
memory networks that have pre-fabricated link wires. S2
does not support network downscaling, unlike String Figure.
Recent NoC designs tackle scalability and fault tolerance
issues, when interconnecting processor cores. Slim NoC [38]
enables low-diameter network in NoC. However, the design
requires increasing router ports and wires as the network
scales up. Furthermore, these topologies does not support
the level of ﬂexibility and reconﬁgurability as String Figure.
Small world network [53] also employs greedy routing, but
it does not produce the shortest paths and can be difﬁcult
to be extended to perform multi-path routing that can fully
utilize network bandwidth. Previous network fault tolerance
schemes [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62]
allow NoC to continue efﬁcient functioning when routers are
taken out of the network. However, most previous designs
are developed for limited network scales and certain network
topologies [54] and impose high router area overhead by
employing one or several routing tables [55], [56], [57], [58],
[59], [60], [61], [62].
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C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we examined the critical scalability and
ﬂexibility challenges facing memory network architecture
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Lemma 2. Suppose the source and destination of a packet
are routers s and t, respectively. Coordinates of the destina−
→
tion router in all virtual spaces are Xt . Let w be the router
that has the minimum M D to t among all neighbors of s,
→
−
→ −
→
−→ −
then M D(Xw , Xt ) < M D(Xs , Xt ).
Proof:
1) Suppose the minimum circular distance between s and
t is deﬁned by their circular distance in the jth space,
−
→ −
→
i.e., D(xtj , xsj ) = M DL (Xs , Xt ).
2) In the jth space, t is the memory node with the shortest
circular distance to xtj , which is D(xtj , xtj ) = 0.
Because s = t, s is not the node with the shortest
circular distance to xtj .
3) Based on Lemma 1, s has an adjacent memory node
s , such that D(xtj , xs j ) < D(xtj , xsj ).
−→ −
→
4) Then, M DL (Xs , Xt )
≤
D(xtj , xx j )
<
−
→ −
→
D(xtj , xsj ) = M DL (Xs , Xt ).
−
→
5) Because w is the node that has the shortest M D to Xt
−→ −
→
among all neighbors of s, we have M DL (Xw , Xt ) ≤
−→ −
→
−
→ −
→
M DL (Xs , Xt ≤ M DL (Xs , Xt ).

A PPENDIX
We formally prove our proposition on loop freedom
by two lemmas similar to those derived in data center
networks [34].
Lemma 1. In a virtual space with a given a coordinate x,
if a memory node s is not the node that has the shortest
circular distance to x in this space, then s must have an
adjacent router s , such that D(x, xs ) < D(x, xs ).

Lemma 2 states on a packet’s route, if a router s is not the
destination, it must ﬁnd a neighbor whose M D is smaller
than s’s M D to the destination.

Proof:
1) Let w be the node closest to x among all memory
nodes in the virtual space.
2) The ring of this space is divided by s and x into two
arcs. At least one of the arcs has a length no greater
¯
than 12 . Suppose we have x¯
s , x with length l(x
s , x).
1
,
x)
≤
.
We have D(xs , x) = l(x¯
s
2
˙
3) If w is on x¯
s , x, let the arc between s and w be x
s , xw .
a) If s has an adjacent node q with coordinate
¯
¯
on x
˙
s , xw , then l(x
q , x) < l(x
s , x). Hence,
¯
D(q, x) = l(x¯
q , x) < l(x
s , x) < D(xs , x).
b) If s has no adjacent node on x
˙
s , xw , w is x’s
adjacent node. Hence, s has an adjacent node w,
such that D(x, xw ) < D(x, xs ).
¸
4) If w is not on x¯
s , x, we have an arc x
s , x, xw . For the
x, xw ) < l(x¯
arc x
˘
, xw on x¸
s , x, xw , we have l(˘
s , x).
(Assuming to the contrary, if l(˘
x, xw ) ≥ l(x¯
s , x),

Proposition 3. Greediest routing ﬁnds a loop-free path of a
ﬁnite number of hops to a given destination on our network
topology.
Proof:
1) Suppose memory node s receives a packet with destination node t. If s = t, then s is the destination. The
packet arrives at the destination.
2) If s = t, according to Lemma 2, s will ﬁnd a neighbor
−→ −
→
−
→ −
→
w, such that M DL (Xw , Xt ) < M DL (Xs , Xt ), and
forward the packet to w.
3) The M D from the current memory node to the
destination coordinates strictly reduces at each hop.
Routing keeps making progress. Therefore, there is
no routing loop.
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